
Mail Openers/Extractors

60-second countdown timer. With ac apacity of up to 940 sheets, variable
speed up to 3,000 vibrations per minute, and rugged all-metal construc-
tion it’s is a welcome addition to print shops and print production houses.

FD 452 LETTER OPENER: Why waste time opening mail by hand?
Maximize productivity with a Formax FD 452 Envelope Opener. The
FD452 is quick to set up and simple to use. Load mail, press start and
that’s it.The innovative cutting mechanism slits one side of the envelope
so the contents are left undamaged, with no messy paper scraps to clean
up.Users can then safely extract envelope contents without the risk of
sharp edges. Using the FD 452, mailers can open a variety of envelope
sizes at once, from #10 to flats, without pre-sorting. A unique Push Arm
provides constant pressure to feed envelopes quickly and accurately.
With a speed of up to 300 envelopes per minute, a catch tray capacity of
up to 80 #10 envelopes and a new digital counter, the FD 452 ensures the
mail will be ready in no time.

CONTACT: For more information, call 800-232-5535 or click
www.formax.com.

FD452 Letter Opener

Neopost IM-16 Letter Opener
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CATEGORY: Mail Openers/Extractors

PRODUCT: Neopost Mail Openers & Extractors

COMPANY: Neopost USA, 478 Wheelers Farms Rd., Milford, CT
06461. Phone: 800-NEOPOST (636-7678).

IM-16: The IM-16 Letter Opener is designed to maximize office produc-
tivity by distributing incoming mail faster throughout your organiza-
tion.Whether processing checks, orders, remittance pieces or incoming
mail, the IM-16 saves time and leaves no waste. Users can maximize pro-
ductivity and improve cash flow by opening incoming mail at speeds up
to 300 letters per minute — delivering mail faster. Extremely reliable, it
opens a wide range of envelope sizes from No. 10’s up to flats. Em-
ployees are free to work on more valuable tasks, resulting in improved
productivity. This translates into improved cash flow as incoming pay-
ments get processed quicker, while orders are processed immediately to
help improve customer satisfaction and enhance one’s business image.
Simply place a stack of incoming mail in the hopper and press the start key.

IM-30: Providing increased efficiency at a low cost, the IM-30 opens
one, two or three sides of an envelope. Without presorting, adjustments or

waste, mixed mail can be processed efficiently. The contents are pro-
tected and document integrity is maintained. As few as 400pieces of in-
coming mail per day can justify an IM-30 Letter Opener from Neopost.

IM-35: The Neopost Model IM-35 Letter Extractor opens and extracts
envelopes and delivers the contents to the operator. Using the
exclusive3-side slicing, the envelope is opened without creating any pa-
per waste while protecting the contents. Mixed mail can be processed
without any presorting or adjust-
ments; envelope sizes can range
from 3-1/2” x6-1/2” to 6” x 9”.

IM-2112: The Neopost IM-2112
Envelopener is the latest ad-
vancement in envelope-opening
technology. Utilizing milling
cutting and a self-adjusting
feeder to open a variety of mixed
mail sizes and thicknesses, this
compact envelopener opens up to 400 envelopes per minute,allowing for
quick extraction.

IM-306 & IM-306s: The IM-306, with its ability to operate at a rated
speed of up to 40,000 envelopes per hour, contains the latest mail opening
technology setting a new standard for high volume mail processing.Using
milling cutter technology with 8 cut-depth positions removes chips as
small as 0.01” from the envelope edge, producing a soft, feathered edge
while protecting valuable envelope contents. Even overnight delivery en-
velopes are no match for the Model 306. Equipped with a robust operator
control software interface, job setup can be done with ease and flexibility.
Most significantly, the IM-306 is also available with enhanced sorting ca-
pabilities as the IM-306s. Envelopes can be output to two locations based
on programmable criteria such as thickness,length, and height. Optional
batching capability allows items to be grouped together in pre-selected lot
sizes. Sorting options make the IM-306s a perfect fit for applications that
require verification of contents either before or after extraction like
claims processing, remittance,and vote-by-mail. Because of its ability to
identify “clean mail ”from “exception mail,” the Model 306 also helps to
insure maximum productivity from mail extraction equipment by allow-
ing operators to concentrate on extracting envelope contents from “clean”
batches instead of trying to handle exceptions at the same time.

FEATURES: Milling cutter, high-speed processing, three mail tray sup-
ports, operator controlled software interface, automatic jam detection, au-
tomatic chaff collection, stand and waste bin included, no sharp edges —
no paper cuts.

CONTACT: For more information, call 800-636-7678 or click
www.neopostusa.com.

Neopost IM-306s
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Neopost IM-2112 Envelopener


